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Abstract 

Effect of scale and mixture properties on behaviour of turbulent flames in 
obstructed areas 

Results for the study on the effect of scale and mixture properties on the behaviour of 
turbulent flames in obstructed areas are presented. A set of dimensionslass 
parameters was chosen which were defined by the laminar flame speed SL, the flame 
thickness eS, the integral length scale L, and thermodynamic mixture properties. The 
experiments were focused on the study of the effect of these parameters. Two tubes 
(174 and 520 mm id and similar geometry of obstacles with blockage ratio BR = 0.6) 
were used in the tests. Different hydrogen mixtures were chosen in order to provide 
(1) a wide range of the scaling parameters, and (2) combinations with similar values 
of the parameters at different scales. lt was shown that the mixture properties and 
scale have a mutual effect on the behavior of the turbulent flame. The resulting 
regime of flame propagation was found to depend mainly on the values of parameter 
U8 and expansion ratio cr. lt was found that the range of the scaling parameters Uö < 

500, cr < 3.75 resulted in slow combustion regimes with global quenching. The range 
Uö > 500, cr < 3.75 corresponds to relatively slow and unstable flames. For cr > 3.75, 
fast combustion regimes (chocked flames and quasi-detonations) were observed. 
The expansion ratio cr was found to be the main parameter which defined a border 
between "weak" (unable to support effective flame acceleration) and "strong" 
mixtures. The critical value cr "" 3.75 found in the present tests should not be 
considered as universal, but may be a function of Zeldovich and Lewis numbers. 



Zusammenfassung 

Einfluß von Skala und Mischungseigenschaften auf das Verhalten von tur
bulenten Flammen in versperrten Geometrien 

Der Bericht beschreibt die Ergebnisse einer experimentellen und theoretischen 
Studie zum Verhalten von turbulenten Flammen in versperrten Geometrien. Für die 
theoretische Skalierung wurden dimensionslose Parameter abgeleitet, die die 
laminare Brenngeschwindigkeit SL, die laminare Flammendicke 8, das integrale 
Längenmaß der Geometrie L und thermodynamische Größen der Gasmischung 
enthalten. Die Experimente konzentrierten sich auf die Untersuchung des Einflusses 
dieser Parameter. Dazu wurden zwei rohrförmige Versuchsanlagen mit 174 bzw. 520 
mm Innendurchmesser und einem Versperrungsgrad von 60 % benutzt. 
Verschiedene Wasserstoff-Inertgasgemische wurden untersucht um 1.) einen großen 
Bereich für die Skalierungsparameter abzudecken, und 2.) ähnliche 
Parameterkombinationen auf unterschiedlichen geometrischen Skalen zu erhalten. 

Es wurde gezeigt, daß die Mischungseigenschaften und die Abmessung der 
Umschließung einen wechselseitig abhängigen Einfluß auf die Entwicklung von 
turbulenten Flammen haben. Das sich einstellende Verbrennungsregime hängt im 
wesentlichen von den Parametern U8 und dem Expansionsverhältnis cr der 
Gasmischung ab. ln dem Bereich U8 < 500 und cr < 3.75 traten bei 
Anfangstemperaturen um 300 K nur langsame Verbrennungen mit globalen 
Löschvorgängen auf. Der Parameterbereich U8 > 500, cr < 3.75 entsprach 
langsamen und instabil brennenden Flammen. Für cr > 3.75 wurden dagegen nur 
schnelle Verbrennungsformen wie Überschallflammen und Quasi-Detonationen 
beobachtet. Das Expansionsverhältnis cr (= Volumen des verbrannten 
GasesNolumen des unverbrannten Gases bei konstantem Druck) erwies sich als der 
Haupteinflußparameter, der die Grenze definiert zwischen "schwachen" Mischungen 
die nur langsam brennen, und "starken" Mischungen die auf hohe 
Verbrennungsgeschwindigkeiten beschleunigen. Der hier in Versuchen bei etwa 300 
K gefundene kritische Wert von cr = 3.75 stellt keinen universellen Wert dar. Es ist zu 
erwarten, daß er von der Zeldovich- und der Lewis-Zahl abhängt. 
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~omenclature 

Latin 
Aar - area of the orifice; 
An - flame surface area; 
Ca-- sound speed in reactants; 
c'P- sound speed in combustion products; 
D - diffusion coefficient; 
Da - turbulent Damköhler number; 
Ea - effective activation energy; 
Ka- turbulent Karlovitz number; 
L- characteristic geometrical size (e.g., tube diameter); 
Lr - integrallength scale of turbulence; 
Le - Lewis number; 
lK- Kolmogorov length scale of turbulence; 
ti< - Kolmogorov time scale of turbulence; 
R - gas constant; 
Rer- turbulent Reynolds number; 
SL - laminar flame speed; 
Sr- turbulent burning rate; 
T- dimensionless time; 
Tb - maximum flame temperature; 
Tu-initial mixture temperature; 
tT - integral time scale of turbulence; 
U- flow speed 
V - visible flame speed (laboratory frame); 
V max - maximum visible flame speed; 
V in -average visible flame speed at initial phase of flame acceleration; 
v' - r. m s. turbulent fluctuations velocity; 
X - dimensionless distance; 
Xtr - dimensionless distance for transition from slow to fast flame phase 

Greek 
ßd = [diluent]/[02] - dilution coefficient; 

ß = Ea(Tb- Tu)/(RTb2
)- Zeldovich number; 

Yr- specific heat ratio in reactants; 

YP - specific heat ratio in products; 

8 = SLt = X(Tb)/(SLo')- laminar flame thickness; 
v - kinematic viscosity; 

cr - ratio of densities of reactants and products ( expansion ratio); 

X - temperature conductivity; 

t - characteristic transit time in the laminar flame front. 
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I ntrod uction 

The most dangeraus accidental gaseaus explosions occur in obstructed areas with significant 

degree of confmement. Obstmetions and confmement provide the most effective means for the 

flame acceleration and development ofhazardous explosion regimes. 

Numerous experimental, analytical, and numerical studies have been focused on description of 

behavior of premixed turbulent flames. Much details can be found in cornprehensive reviews on 

turbulent flames [1-5] and others. Despite the great progress made in development of models for 

description of turbulent combustion, many practically important problems are still difficult to 

address with these models. One of these problems is an estimation of severity of an explosion 

process under given geometrical configuration, scale, and cornposition of combustible mixture. 

Such estimates are required for industrial safety applications rauging from offshore platforms to 

containment of a nuclear power plant. The problern is even not to predict details of turbulent flame 

propagation under given initial conditions, but rather to give estimations for the maximum possible 

flame speeds and the corresponding level of overpressures which might be generated during 

explosion. It is irnportant to know whether the flame is able to aceeierate under given conditions 

resulting in fast turbulent combustion regimes (like "sonic" or "choked" flames [6, 7]) and, 

possibly, in the transition to detonation, or the flame acceleration is inefficient ending at a benign 

combustion and even flame quenching. 

To provide a foundation for such predictions an adequate description is required of the mutual 

affect of scale and mixture properties on flame acceleration process. The influence of various 

factors, including scale, on the flame acceleration was studied extensively ( see, e. g., [8-10]). 

Turbulent burning velocity correlations have been suggested by Abdel-Gayed, Bradley and 

colleagues [11-13], which include intrinsically the effect of scale and give fmn basis for turbulent 

combustion models. These conelations allow detennination of turbulent burning velocities as a 
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function of dimensionless parameters characterizing turbulence intensity, scale (such as v' /SL and 

Rey) and mixture properties. However, quantitative predictions arenot always easy to make, since 

an additional model is required to determine current level of turbulence in all phases of the process. 

The problern of scale appeared tobe the most challenging task for simplified numerical models of 

turbulent combustion [14-18]. In the present paper we will try to address this problern 

experimentally for the case of turbulent flame propagation in obstructed channels. 

Scaling parameters 

The combustion process itself gives intrinsic length, time, and velocity scales which may be defmed 

by laminar flame thickness 8, characteristic transit time in the laminar flame front 't', and laminar 

flame speed SL. Turbulent flow may be characterized by integral length Ly, time ty, velocity v' 

scales, and by smallest scales of turbulent spectrum named after Kolmogorov lK and tK. The scales 

Ly, ty are associated with the most energetic scales of the turbulence spectrum At high turbulent 

Reynolds numbers Rey = v'Ly/V >> 1, they appear tobe close to large eddy size and tumover time. 

An interplay between characteristic chemical and turbulent scales is known to result in a variety of 

turbulent combustion regimes. Following Borghi [19] and Peters [1], characteristic combustion 

regimes may be displayed diagrammatically using the velocity and length scale ratios as 

independent variables. The turbulent Damköhler number Da= ty/'t', the turbulent Karlovitz number 

Ka = 't'/tK and turbulent Reynolds number Rey allow us to identify characteristic regimes of 

premixed turbulent combustion. Characteristic features of these regimes have been discussed in 

detail in [1, 5, 19]. 

Dynamic behavior of a t1an1e propagating from an ignition source is influenced not only by the 

parameters introduced above. Flame instabilities of different nature may play their roles especially 

at early stages of combustion, when v' < SL. Flame instabilities combined with t1ow expansion 
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introduce new scales into the velocity field and cause generation of turbulence, which in its turn 

effects the combustion regime and buming rate. At a stage characterized by developed turbulence, 

flame elements appeared to be stretched by turbulence. The response of a flame element to this 

stretch depends significantly on expansion ratio cr, Zeldovich number ß = Ea(Tb- Tu)/(RTb2
), and 

Lewis number Le = XfD [2]. Parameters cr, ß, and Le may play their role influencing turbulent 

burning rate in addition to variables of Borghi diagram All these factors make extremely difficult 

an analysis of dynarnic behavior of turbulent flames. 

The problern of turbulent propagation in an essentially obstructed areas (like a channel with large 

obstacles), however, allows some sirnplifications to be made. First of all, the integral scale of 

turbulence Lr may to be defmed by gasdynarnic of the flow, that is, by characteristic geometrical 

size L. The turbulence generation appears to be mainly the result of flow interactions with 

obstacles through formation of large vortices. A schernatic illustration of different stages of flame 

acceleration in a large channel with obstacles is presented in Fig. 1. 

The dynarnic behavior of a flame may be qualitatively described as follows. Flame generates the 

turbulent flow ahead. Interactions of the flow with obstacles result in formation of large vortexes 

(an exarnple is shown in Fig. 1) which represent essentially large scale turbulent motions. The flame 

interactions with turbulent motions result in a dominant combustion regirne with its characteristic 

buming rate. While the turbulent buming rate increases with the increase of the turbulence 

intensity, the interaction of the flame produced flow with the flame itself results in the flame 

acceleration. In the opposite situation (decrease of buming rate with turbulence intensity), the 

flame may decelerate. For a given mixture and a given characteristic geometrical size L the 

dominant combustion regime shifts upward (increasing v' /SL with nearly-constant Lr/8) in the 

Borghi diagram during flame propagation from laminar flamelet area to distributed reaction zones, 

and, possibly, to quenching area. 
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The following simple consideration may be useful to identify parameters which influence feedback 

betvreen flame produced t1ow and the flame itself. One can assume that the characteristic burning 

rate ST at a certain stage of flame propagation is defmed approximately by the corresponding 

combustion regime in Borghi diagram (we arestill keeping in mind that cr, ß, and Le may play an 

additional role): 

(1) 

Turbulent Reynolds number appears to be also defmed by the position in Borghi diagram and by 

expansion ratio cr: 

where X(Th) is temperature conductivity at maximum flame temperature Tb. In writing Eq. 2 we 

assumed the following obvious expressions for SL and 8 

SL = (X(Th)/'t/cr) 112 

8 = (X(Tb)'t/cr) 112
, 

(3) 

(4) 

The flame generates a turbulent flow ahead, which will effect the burning rate at the next stage of 

the flame propagation. The turbulence fluctuations velocity v' representing the most energetic part 

of the spectrum should be close to characteristic speed in large eddies. Since the formation of large 

eddies in our case is controlled by flame generated flow around obstacles, the turbulent intensity is 

defmed, generally, by pre-existing level (Eq. 2), and by gasdynamic parameters of the compressible 

flow, such as sound speeds in the reactants and products (csr, csp), and corresponding specific heat 

ratios (yr, yp). 

The only parameters which appear in our simple consideration are: LT/8, SL, cr, Csr, Csp Yn and YP 

(generally, we need to add Zeldovich and Lewis numbers to this set of parameters). One of these 
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parameters is not independent, because (csp/csi = cryp/yro Thus, a set of dimensionless parameters 

may be suggested that are able to effect the flame-flow-t1ame feedback: 

Lr/8, 0', Sdcsr, Sdcsp, Yn ß, and Le. (5) 

An important problem, therefore, is to study the effect of these parameters on the behavior of 

turbulent t1ames. In the following discussion we will refer to the frrst 5 parameters as "scaling" 

parameters and to the last two as "stability" parameters. 

The parameters (5) are defrned only by mixture properties and scale. They do not include some 

characteristics of turbulence. The turbulence is supposed to be developed during t1ame 

propagation, and this development should be mainly int1uenced by parameters (5) in the case of 

large eddy dominated det1agration. This means, for example, that if different mixtures are 

considered at different scales with similar geometrical configuration and if parameters (5) are kept 

constant, the t1ame history is expected to be similar in dimensionless variables T = t/'r; and X= x/8. 

Different combinations of parameters (5) are expected to effect characteristic types of turbulent 

flame behavior. Such a scaling approach is different from others based on preserving dimensionless 

parameters which include turbulence, like the Karlovitz stretch factor (see, e. g., [20]). 

An experimental study on turbulent t1ame propagation in obstructed areas presented in this paper 

was focused on the effect of the "scaling" parameters. Two experimental facilities were used to 

study the effect of scale. Different mixtures were chosen to provide (1) a wide variations of the 

scaling parameters, and (2) combinations with similar values of the parameters at different scales. 

The int1uence of the "stability" parameters was also considered, although it was not the main 

objective of the study. 

Experimental details and mixture properties 

Two geometrically similar explosion tubes were used in the tests. DRIVERtube of 174-mm inner 

diameter and 11.5-m totallength was equipped with circular obstacles spaced one diameter apart. 
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The blockage ratio (BR) was equal to 0.6 in all the experiments. Preliminary evacuated tube was 

tilled with test mixtures prepared by precise partial pressure method in a special mixing tank. 

TORPEDOexplosiontube of 520-mm inner diameter (33.5 m) long had similar arrangement with 

circular obstacles spaced one diameter apart (BR=0.6). Test mixtures were prepared inside the 

tube. The gas components were supplied to each of 22 sections of the pre-evacuated tube. The 

mixing was due to natural diffusion. The necessary mixing time was defmed in the preliminary 

experiments. Mixture composition was controlled by thermal conductivity sensors. It was found 

out that test mixtures became homogeneaus in approxirnately 20 hours. 

Parameters of pressure waves and flame front (overpressure, signal proflle, times of arrival) were 

recorded using piezoelectric pressure transducers PCB H113A and collimated photodiades FD-10. 

A disposition of the pressure and light transducers in both tubes was approxirnately similar. 

The following types of mixtures were used in the tests: H2-air, 2H2 + 02 + ßdN2, 2H2 + 02 + ßdAr, 

and 2H2 + 0 2 + ßdHe. Hydrogen concentration in air and dilution coefficients ßd were variable. 

Test conditions are presented in Tables 1 and 2. 

Scaling parameters were calculated using tube diameters as the characteristic size L of the tubes. 

Experimental data on SL were collected from Iiterature [21-30]. Least squares fits of these data 

permitted to calculate laminar flame speeds for all mixture compositions used in the tests. V alues 

of 8 were calculated from the laminar flame speed and the temperature conductivity using Bq. 4. 

Values of X(Tb) were determined using Ref. [31, 32]. Values of Tb, cr, Yn Csr, and Csp were 

calculated using STANJAN code [33]. 

Values of main scaling parameters are presented in Tables 1 and 2. It is worth noting that 

Csp z Csr0'
112

, because Yr z yP for highly diluted and off-stoichiometric mixtm·es used in the tests. The 

initial conditions provided a wide range of the scaling parameters. This gives a tnm basis for the 

analysis of the effect these parameters have on the combustion behavior. 
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Detennination of ß and Le is not always simple for real mixtures. In the present study, Lewis 

numbers for lean and reach mixtures were defmed by diffusion coefficient of limiting component. 

For stoichiometric mixtures, Le was determined according to [34]. Lewis numbers are given in 

Tables 1 and 2. 

Effective activation energies E. were determined from dependence SL(Th). The values of E.IR 

appeared to be close to 10000K for all mixtures except of rich H2/air (E.IR = 17700K). 

Corresponding ß-values varied only slightly, from 5 to 7 for all systems, and were in the range 

ß = ( 10.4 + 11.4) for rich H2/air mixtures (see Tables 1 and 2). 

Experimental results 

Typical dependencies of visible flame velocities on distance determined from records of 

photodiades are presented in Figs. 2 - 5. Resulting regimes of flame propagation and the fmal 

percentage of the fuel bumt are given in Tables 1 and 2. 

The slowest flames (referred as ''unstable/quench" in Table 1) were observed in 174 mm tube with 

lean H2-air and 2H2+02+ßN2 mixtures (Fig. 2). The visible (laboratory frame) speeds of the leading 

flame tongue were variable along the tube with the maximum value in the range 30-90 m/s. Flames 

didn't propagate till the end of the tube. The combustion processes were extinguished completely 

at a certain stage of flame propagation due to interactions with turbulent flow. The combustion 

processes generated weak pressure waves. The overpressures did not exceed 0.5-0.7 bar. The 

percentage of the fuel consumed in all the process varied from 10 to 66% in these experiments. 

The unstable and relatively slow regime with local queuehing and reignition (referred as 

''unstable/slow" in Tables 1 and 2) was observed in the lean hydrogen-air mixtures in both 174-mm 

and 520-mm tubes (Figs. 2 and 4). The visible speeds of the leading flame tongue were variable 

along the tube with the maximum value in the range 100- 200 rnls. As different from the previous 
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regime, flames reached the end of the tube. An example of a detailed (x-t)-diagram of flame 

propagation in this regime is shown in Fig. 5. At certain conditions a local quenching is observed. 

It is followed by a reignition downstream Flamepropagates both upstream and downstream from 

reignition points. Pressure waves formed in these processes were stronger compared to the frrst 

regime with local overpressures 2-5 bar due to galloping character of flame propagation. 

The regime of fast flame acceleration resulted in the choked flames (referred as "choked flames" in 

Tables 1 and 2) was observed in all types ofmixtures at high enough hydrogen concentrations. The 

fmal steady-state flame speed ranged from 70 to 80% of the sound speed in combustion products. 

Flamepropagation was accornpanied by strong pressure waves Coverpressures about 6-8 bar). 

Processes of fast flame acceleration resulted in choked flames and transition to quasi-detonation 

was observed in He-diluted and Ar-diluted mixtures (see Tables 1 and 2). A discussion of critical 

conditions for DDT is beyond the scope of this paper. 

A cornparison of results in 174mm and 520mm tubes shows that the range of hydrogen 

concentrations, at which slow flames can be expected (between flammability limit and a limit of fast 

flames), becomes smaller with the scale increase. Such a "slow flames gap" was not observed at all 

for rich hydrogenfair mixtures and for mixtures diluted with Ar and He. In these mixtures, either 

the flame accelerated very rapidly, or ignition was not achieved. 

Discussion 

To analyze the effect of the scaling parameters, the experimental data on turbulent flame 

propagation were scaled with 8 and 'r = Sd8. A characteristic (X-T)-diagram of the flame 

propagation in dimensionless coordinates X= x/8 and T = tSd8 is presented in Fig. 6. The data 

from three tests with close values of parameters Lr/8, cr, and Sdcsp are shown. Stability parameters 

were also not much different for these mixtures (Tables 1 and 2). The t1ame trajectories in the 

dimensionless coordinates are very similar. Same other pairs of mixtures show sirnilarity of the 
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flame propagation in 174 mm tube. This is an important observation; however, not much 

conclusions can be drawn out just from a few examples of the similarity. An analysis based on the 

overall picture of the flame propagation, is difficult, because too many parameters are involved. It 

seems more productive to Iook at separate phases of the process, and to focus on those parameters 

that are important for each of these phases. The characteristic phases of the processes may be 

distinguished as shown in Fig. 6. 

The frrst phase is characterized by relatively slow flame acceleration. The flame speed is much 

lower than the sound speeds Csr and csp. The main scaling parameters for this phase should be L/8 

and cr. The second phase is the fast acceleration phase. It was relatively very short in all the tests 

made. During this phase the flame speed changes rapidly from essentially subsonic values to nearly

sonic, or supersonic ones. Depending on the initial conditions, flame quenching, relatively slow 

unstable flames, choked flames, or quasi-detonations are characteristic regimes in the fmal phase. 

Characteristic parameters of the flame propagation process are shown in Fig. 6. These are the 

initial average speed before transition to the fmal phase V in, the transition distance Xtn and the 

maximum propagation speed V max· 

Figure 7 shows that the speed Vin is defmed approximately by the values of L/8 and cr. For each 

group of the values of cr, the Vin-value increases with L/8. An extrapolation to L/8 = 0 gives 

Vin-values close to the visible laminar flame speed SLcr. This indeed should be expected at small 

scales, where Reynolds numbers aresmalland the turbulence is not developed. The different values 

of Yn Csr, and Csp do not effect significantly the flame propagation in this phase. 

Detemunation of the dimensionless transition distance Xtr showed that all the experimental points 

with different cr, Yr, Csr, and Csp are grouped very closely around one line Xtr = 2L/8. This means that 

in all the tests the resulting combustion regime was formed just after second obstacle. The time to 

transition was proportional to the characteristic chenucal tin1e 't = 8/SL. 
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The dependence of the maximum flame velocities V max on L/8 is presented in Fig. 8. The values of 

V ma~ are normalized with csp in order to better distinguish a level of flame speeds. As expected, the 

ma:ximum propagation velocities of choked flames and quasi-detonations are defmed by Csp. 

Maximum velocities of slow and unstable flames clearly increase with L/8. Figure 8 shows that 

L/8 ~ 500 is an approximate borderline between cases of global queuehing and unstable flames. 

The dependence of the maximum flame velocities V max on cr is presented in Fig. 9. Relatively slow 

flarnes are observed only for cr<3.75. Thus, Figs. 8 and 9 show that areas of parameters can be 

distinguished that defme initial conditions causing different behavior of turbulent flames. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 10. The range of the scaling parameters L/8<500, cr<3.75 results in regimes with 

global quenching. The range L/8>500, cr<3.75 corresponds to relatively slow and unstable flames. 

For cr> 3. 7 5, fast flames may be expected. 

What turbulent combustion regimes were observed in the tests in terms of the Borghi diagram? To 

fmd combustion regimes on the diagram one needs to have values of v'. A rough estimate of v' can 

be made using averagevisible flame speed V given by Vin or V max (depending on the phase of the 

process). Indeed, the flow speed U in an obstacle orifice can be estimated as 

U = (cr- 1)/cr·V·An/Aor- Flame spreads along the tube as a result of burning plus expansion of 

combustion products, while across the tube it is not affected by expansion. This gives an estimate 

for An/Aor ~ cr/BR ~ 10 (BR = 0.6). Assuming v' ~ 0.1 U, one can estimate v' by the order of 

magnitude as v' ~V. 

Figure 11 shows combustion regimes observed experimentally in variables of the Borghi diagram 

Although the values of v' are estimated by the order of magnitude only, some important features 

can be revealed in Fig. 11. The initial stage of the flame acceleration corresponds to the flamelet 

regime (Ka > 1). During the second phase, the turbulent combustion regime shifts rapidly to the 
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region where Da is of the order of unity, and quenching should be expected. The global or local 

queuehing was indeed observed in the tests corresponding to the upper group of points in Fig. 11. 

Local flame quenching should be also typical for choked t1ames. The quenching itself, 

consequently, does not necessarily mean that fast flames cannot be developed. Highpropagation 

velocity can be due to gasdynarnic processes as it is the case for choked t1ames. The border 

between fast and slow flames should be defmed by additional parameters which are not used 

explicitly in the Borghi diagram The results of the present discussion suggest that expansion ratio 

a is the most important parameter which makes possible to divide mixtures into "weak" and 

"strong". Flame acceleration can be very efficient in "strong" (large cr) mixtures, while it is 

suppressed in "weak" (small cr) mixtures, even under favorable conditions. 

The importance of a as a parameter for flame acceleration is not just due to the fact that a is 

approximately equal to the ratio of the chemical energy release to the initial thermal energy. 

Increase of a results in strong non-linear increase of the possible flame speeds, because convection 

is proportional to a, effective flame surface area increases with cr, and, generally, Sr increases with 

a, as well, through increase of t1ow speed and turbulence level. 

Is a the only parameter defming ability of a mixture to support effective t1ame acceleration? The 

results presented here do not show explicitly some significant effect of other parameters, including 

stability parameters ß and Le. However, the slow/fast flames border was actually identified for lean 

H2/air and for stoichiometric H2/0z/Nz mixtures (in other mixtures the only fast flames were 

observed). For these mixtures, Le number was either close to 0.3 or 1, and ß was almost constant 

and close to 6.5. The combination ß(Le- 1), which defmes the border for thermal-diffusive t1ame 

instability was araund two distinct values ß(Le- 1) :o:: -4 and ß(Le- 1) :o:: -0.5, which are below and 

above the stability threshold ß(Le- 1) :o:: -2. Such a limited range of parameters is, probably, 
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insufficient to determine the possible effect of Le number and, especially, ß on flame acceleration 

efticiency. Thus, the critical value of cr :::::< 3.75 should not be considered as a universal constant. 

Changes of the critical cr-value may be principally expected in mixtures with different values of ß 

andLe. 

Experimental data of Ciccarelly et al. [35] for hydrogen mixtures at elevated initial temperature 

give a possibility to estimate the effect of ß. For Tu= 300K, fast flames were observed in [34] only 

in rnixtures with cr > 3.7. This is in accord with the critical value of cr :::::< 3.75 found in our study, 

although the geometrical configuration in [34] was different. For elevated initial temperatures, data 

[34] give the following critical values: cr :::::< 2.8 for Tu= 400K (ß :::::< 5.5), cr :::::< 2.2 for Tu= 500K 

(ß = 4.5), and cr :::::< 2.1 for Tu= 650K (ß :::::< 3.6). These estimates show that more detailed analysis is 

required to evaluate effect of Le and ß on efficiency of flame acceleration. 

Conclusions 

Mixture properties and scale were shown to have a mutual effect on the behavior of the turbulent 

flames. In connection with safety problems, it was found that the range of hydrogen concentrations 

at which slow flames can be expected (between the flarnmability limit and a limit of fast flames) 

becomes narrower with the scale increase. Slow flames were not observed at all in rich hydrogen

air mixtures and in mixtures diluted with Ar and He. 

The analysis based on the scaling parameters was found to be able to give useful results. It was 

observed that the trajectories of the flame propagation were similar in dimensionless coordinates 

x/8, th:, with approximately similar values of L/8, cr, and Sdcsp. In the initial phase of the flame 

acceleration (which was in the flamelet regime), the parameters L/8 and cr were shown to be the 

most important detining average speed of the flame propagation and characteristic distance for 

flame acceleration. 
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A relative strength of combustion regimes resulting from flame acceleration in a suftlciently long 

obstructed tubes was found out to depend on the combination of L/8 and cr. The range of the 

scaling parameters L/8 < 500, cr < 3.75 resulted in slow combustion regimes with global 

quenching. The range L/8 > 500, cr < 3.75 corresponded to relatively slow and unstable flames. For 

cr > 3.75, fast combustion regimes (choked flames and quasi-detonations) were observed. 

The sum of the results suggests that mixture properties give parameters which allow to classify the 

mixtures as "strong" and "weak" depending on their ability to support effective flame acceleration 

under favorable conditions. The expansion ratio cr was found to be the main parameter which 

defmed a border between weak and strong mixtures in the present series of tests. The critical value 

cr > 3.75, however, should not be considered as a universal threshold for effective flame 

acceleration. It is expected that critical cr value may be a function of ß and Le. Variations of these 

parameters were insuftlcient in the present tests to estimate their role systematically. 

The critical threshold for effective flame acceleration may be also a function of the geometrical 

configuration. The configuration used in the present testswas very favorable for an eftlcient flame 

acceleration. This suggest that estimations of possible strength of explosion processes based on the 

results presented here should be conservative. However, additional experiments and analysis are 

required to evaluate the range of applicability of the criteria suggested in this study. 
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Table 1. 
Properties of mixtures and results of 17 4-rnm tube experiments 

Mixture ßd Hz, 0' L/8 103 ß Le Fuel Resulting 
% Sdcsr bumta,b combustion 

vol. % re~ime a 

Hz/air 9 3.31 450 0.48 6.9 0.34 35-57 Unstable/guench 
Hz/air 9.5 3.43 530 0.58 6.7 0.35 15-47 Unstable/quench, 

Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 10 3.54 600 0.68 6.6 0.35 14-66 Unstable/quench, 

Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 10.5 3.66 680 0.80 6.4 0.36 65-82 Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 11 3.77 750 0.92 6.3 0.36 70-81 Choked flame 
Hz/air 11.5 3.88 830 1.1 6.2 0.36 60-85 Choked flame 
Hz/air 12 3.99 910 1.2 6.0 0.37 75-83 Choked flame 
Hz/air 13 4.21 1100 1.5 5.8 0.38 74-76 Choked flame 
Hz/air 15 4.63 1300 2.1 5.3 0.39 71.2 Choked flame 
Hz/air 70 4.24 600 1.6 10 3.8 69-89 Choked flame 
Hz/air 70.5 4.19 560 1.5 11 3.8 87 Choked flame 
Hz/air 70.75 4.17 540 1.4 11 3.9 82-85 Choked flame 
Hz/air 71 4.14 520 1.3 11 3.9 84-85 Choked flame 
Hz/air 72 4.05 450 1.1 11 4.0 86-92 Choked flame 
Hz/air 75 3.76 250 0.60 11 4.2 87 Choked flame 

Hz/Oz/Nz 17 10 3.56 250 0.24 6.9 0.92 7 Unstable/guench 
Hz/Oz/Nz 16.05 10.5 3.68 280 0.28 6.8 0.94 10-57 Unstable/guench 
Hz/Üz/Nz 15.18 11 3.79 310 0.32 6.6 0.95 62 Unstable/guench 
Hz/Oz/Nz 14.39 11.5 3.90 340 0.37 6.5 0.96 84-85 Choked tlame 
Hz/Oz/Nz 12.8 12.7 4.17 430 0.50 6.2 0.98 79 Choked flame 
Hz/Oz/Nz 10.33 15 4.66 620 0.81 5.7 1.0 83 Choked flame 

Hz/Oz/He 16.05 10.5 4.73 210 0.60 6.1 1.8 81.2 Choked tlame 
Hz/Üz/He 15.18 11 4.89 240 0.69 6.0 1.8 80-82 Choked flame 
Hz/Oz/He 12.39 13 5.47 370 1.2 5.4 1.7 81 Choked flame 
Hz/Oz/He 10.33 15 5.99 550 1.9 5.0 1.7 84 Quasi-detonation 

Hz/Oz/Ar 20.53 8.5 4.09 380 0.43 7.1 0.98 72 Choked flame 
Hz/Oz/Ar 19.86 8.75 4.18 400 0.46 7.0 0.99 75-77 Choked flame 
Hz/Oz/Ar 19.22 9 4.26 430 0.50 6.9 0.99 79 Choked flame 
Hz/Oz/Ar 17 10 4.58 550 0.69 6.5 1.0 85 Choked flame 
Hz/Üz/Ar 15.18 11 4.88 680 0.91 6.2 1.1 82 Choked flame 
Hz/Üz/Ar 13.67 12 5.18 820 1.2 5.9 1.1 79-83 Quasi-detonation 
Hz/Oz/Ar 12.39 13 5.47 980 1.5 5.6 1.1 80-82 Quasi-detonation 

") Most of tests were repeated at least twice with sirnilar mixture composition. Portion of fuel bumt 
and, in some cases, combustion regime varied from test to test. 
h) Oxygen consumed for rich mixtures 
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Table 2. 
Properties of mixtures and results of 520-rnm tube experiments. 

Mixture ßd Hz, cr L/8 103Sdcsr ß Le Fuel bumt, Resulting 
combustion 

% vol. % resime 
Hz/air 9 3.31 1350 0.48 6.9 0.34 68 Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 9 3.31 1350 0.48 6.9 0.34 39 Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 9 3.31 1350 0.48 6.9 0.34 60 Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 9 3.31 1350 0.48 6.9 0.34 35 Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 9.5 3.43 1570 0.58 6.7 0.35 70 Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 10 3.54 1790 0.68 6.6 0.35 88 Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 10 3.54 1790 0.68 6.6 0.35 76 Unstable/slow 
Hz/air 10.9 3.77 2250 0.92 6.3 0.36 93 Choked flame 

Hz/Oz/He 15.2 11 4.89 717 0.69 6.0 1.8 88 Choked flame 
Hz/Oz/He 14.4 11.5 5.04 807 0.80 5.8 1.7 88 Choked flame 
Hz/Oz/He 14.4 11.5 5.04 807 0.79 5.8 1.7 84 Quasi-detonation 
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Figure 1. Examples of shadow photographs of different regimes of turbulent flame propagation in 
obstructed channels. Initialstage of flame acceleration (upper), large eddy dominated flame 

( center), and choked flame (lower). 
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Figure 2. Flame propagation speed versus distance along the tube. For slow combustion regimes 
(empty points) speedofftarne head is given. Tests with hydrogen-air (upper plot) and Hz/Oz/Nz 

(lower) mixtures in 17 4 mm tube. 
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